Serial triggering of T cell receptors results in incremental accumulation of signaling intermediates.
Triggering of the T cell receptor (TCR) leads to the production of intracellular intermediates with half-life of a few minutes. Signaling kinetics of events originating from serial TCR triggering and its relation to antigen dose was investigated. In this study we documented incremental accumulation of short-lived intermediates of the extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) family, produced during successive TCR triggering. The rate and extent of the intermediate accumulation are essentially determined by the level of TCR engagement and are augmented by costimulation. ERK-1 and ERK-2 exhibit different rates of accumulation following serial receptor triggering. The data indicate that the quantitative kinetic differences in downstream signaling pathways induce qualitatively distinct biological outcomes. Although CD69, interleukin-2, and interferon-gamma (IFN-gamma) were primarily produced by high antigen doses that supported high MAPK phosphorylation, maximal interleukin-5 expression is induced by low and intermediate stimulus doses that do not support significant accumulation of activated ERK. We further demonstrated that the rate of phosphorylated ERK accumulation correlates with the duration of delay between T cell stimulation and the onset of IFN-gamma response, with stronger stimuli giving a more rapid IFN-gamma response. This delay might reflect the time required for the accumulation of signaling intermediates up to a threshold level that is necessary for activation. Thus, the data suggest that signaling events originating from serially triggered TCR are not simply sustained but are gradually accumulated and are integrated in a corresponding response.